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Abstract70

Seismic moment tensors are an important tool in geosciences on all spatial scales71

and for a broad range of applications. The basic underlying theory is established since72

decades. However, various factors influence the reliability of the inversion result, several73

of them are mutually dependent. Hence, a reliable retrieval of seismic moment tensors74

is still hampered in many cases, especially at regional event-receiver distances.75

To sample the entire wavefield due to a seismic source we need six components: three76

translational and three rotational ones. Up to now, only translational ground motion77

recordings were used for moment tensor retrieval, missing out valuable information.78

Using rotational in addition to the classical translational ground motions during79

waveform inversion for moment tensors mainly adds information on the vertical dis-80

placement gradient to the inversion problem. Furthermore, having available six instead81

of only three components per receiver location provides additional constraints on the82

sampling of the radiation pattern.83

As a result, the moment tensor components are resolved with higher precision84

and accuracy, even when the number of recording receivers is considerably reduced.85

Especially, components with a dependence to depth as well as the centroid depth can86

benefit significantly from additional rotational ground motion.87

Up to the time of writing this review only a few studies are published on the topic.88

Here, I summarise their findings and provide an overview over the possible capabilities89

of including rotational ground motion measurements to waveform inversion for seismic90

moment tensor retrieval.91

1 Introduction92

In an effort to mathematically describe the source processes during an earthquake, mainly93

three models have emerged over time: seismic moment tensors, kinematic, and dynamic94

source descriptions (Aki and Richards, 2002). They differ in their underlying assumptions95

and applied simplifications as well as in their information on the source processes. Seismic96

moment tensors assume all energy release in one point in space described by a system of97

body forces acting at that point. We can derive information on source geometry, strength98

and composition. The kinematic source model assumes a time-dependent displacement field99

but without considering the stresses and forces responsible for it. We get information on100

the rupture dimension and propagation as well as slip direction and slip rate function in101

addition to geometry and strength. The most complex model is the dynamic source model102

which aims at a complete physical understanding of the rupture physics including initial and103

boundary conditions for the stresses and forces involved as well as material properties. It104

is based on solving the elastodynamic equation of motion and, thus, is quite expensive in105
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storage and computational resources.106

Seismic moment tensors are an integral and essential part of geosciences (D’Amico, 2018).107

They help us to understand the mechanics of single earthquakes or earthquake sequences108

(e. g. Kanamori and Given, 1982; Dreger and Helmberger, 1991; Braunmiller et al., 2002;109

Krüger and Scherbaum, 2014). Using a comprehensive catalogue of moment tensor solutions,110

they provide useful insight into the seismotectonics of a region (e. g. Herrmann et al., 2011;111

Kinscher et al., 2013; Dahm et al., 2018; Schippkus et al., 2020). Also, such a catalogue of112

moment tensors can be inverted again to obtain information on the stress condition of the113

upper crust (e. g. Gephart and Forsyth, 1984; Heidbach et al., 2018). Lessons learned from114

seismotectonic and crustal stress studies in turn are a fundamental base for seismic hazard115

studies. In Tsunami warning systems seismic moment tensors are a crucial input to estimate116

the likeliness of such a threat within a few minutes after a large earthquake (e. g. Kanamori117

and Rivera, 2008; Inazu et al, 2016).118

While we need some prior knowledge about Earth structure to determine moment tensors119

(see Sec. 2.1.1) they also help us to gain an improved estimate on underground structures.120

In tomographic studies, moment tensors are used to simulate seismic waveforms and study121

their distortions while travelling through the underground. These distortions provide direct122

evidence for structural details (e. g. Toyokuni and Takenaka, 2006; Nissen-Meyer et al.,123

2014; Shi et al., 2018).124

In contrast to focal solutions from first motion body wave polarities, seismic moment tensors125

contain information beyond the pure shear motion. Hence, they are a useful tool for source126

discrimination. Possible applications are the identification of an explosion, for example in127

the frame of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty (e. g. Gaebler et al., 2019), the128

interpretation of volcanic signals (e. g. Nettles and Ekström, 1998; Legrand et al., 2000), and129

the monitoring of induced seismicity for example at geothermal facilities, mining areas or130

within oil/gas production fields (e. g. Dahm et al., 2007; Cesca et al., 2013; Sen et al., 2013;131

Kühn et al., 2020).132

Almost 60 years ago, Haskell (1964) presented equations for the radiation pattern of surface133

waves from double-couple (DC, see section 2.1.3) point sources in a layered medium. In134

1970 Gilbert provided ’a very compact and simple representation for the transient response135

of the Earth to earthquakes’, the first definition of the seismic moment tensor. He used it to136

calculate the static displacement field caused by Earth’ normal mode eigenfunctions. Three137

years later, he extended his theory to the formulation of a linear inverse problem with six138

independent elements for the moment tensor (Gilbert, 1973). Dziewonski and Gilbert (1974)139

and Gilbert and Dziewonski (1975) further extended the theory and applied it to determine140

the source mechanisms of earthquakes. The seismic moment tensor is related to the inelastic141

processes inside the focal region only and is zero outside of it (Backus and Mulcahy, 1976;142
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Backus, 1977a). Therefore, it is a perfect general concept to describe a variety of seismic143

sources.144

The seismic point-source moment tensor is a low-frequency assumption, valid only below the145

corner frequency of the studied event (see section 2.1.1). In addition, several authors invest-146

igated early the relation between moment tensors of higher degree to seismic sources with147

finite extend (kinematic sources). Here, Backus (1977a), Backus (1977b), Stump and John-148

son (1982), Doornbos (1982), and Silver (1983) are to be mentioned for example. However,149

in this study, I focus on the point-source moment tensor.150

Traditionally, the waveform inversion for seismic moment tensors is further classified in151

global, regional, and sometimes also local application. Yet, this classification is just a proxy152

for different length scales and the amount of heterogeneities involved. Although, there is153

no strict definition, we can say that ’global’ starts beyond event-receiver distances of about154

1000-3000 km for moment tensor applications. The larger the event-receiver distance, a larger155

fraction of the wavefield passes through deeper parts of the Earth instead of the crust. The156

velocity structure of the Earth interior is much more homogeneous than than the crustal157

structure. Therefore, teleseismic recordings are easier to model, a processing step necessary158

in waveform inversion for moment tensors. As soon as distances become close enough that159

the wavefield fraction passing the highly complex structures of the crust is longer than the160

wavefield fraction passing deeper Earth, waveform inversion becomes more complicated. This161

is mainly due to the more complex waveforms compared to the teleseismic distance range.162

Several practical consequences for the waveform inversion can be derived from this general163

difference. They are explained in more detail in section 3.3. Keeping this generalisation in164

mind the classification is rather twofold between ’global’ and ’regional’, with ’local’ being a165

subclass of regional.166

On the global scale the implementation of waveform inversion schemes are well established.167

Since 1982 the Global CMT Project (formerly called the Harvard CMT Project) provides a168

global catalogue of moment tensor solutions, comprehensive for earthquakes with magnitudes169

M> 5 (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). The determination on a regional170

(or even local) scale is more complicated. The stability of the waveform inversion result171

is affected by less well-known structural models (e. g. Šilený, 2004; Vasyura-Bathke et al.,172

2021), influence of theoretical and measurement noise (e. g. Sipkin, 1986; Duputel et al., 2012;173

Mustać et al., 2020), unfavourable event-receiver geometries (e. g. Dreger and Helmberger,174

1993; Delouis and Legrand, 1999), ignored source complexities (e. g. Adamova and Šilený,175

2010), and limitations of methodological approaches (e. g. Fan and Wallace, 1991; Frohlich,176

1994; Julian et al., 1998; Cesca and Heimann, 2018).177

The literature about the topic is so numerous that the citations given in here can cover only178

a small fraction of it. I hope that it provides an overview broad enough to serve as a good179
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starting point for own research. Providing a fully comprehensive review on all aspects of180

seismic moment tensors would include the complete theory, an overview on methodological181

approaches for inversion as well as codes and algorithms, discussing the limits and uncertainty182

estimation, backlashes, etc. That is a book-filling task and beyond the scope of this paper.183

Therefore, this review concentrates on some practical aspects during waveform inversion for184

seismic moment tensors in the regional distance range. These are probably also applicable185

to the local distance range because of similar reasons for complexities. The main focus is186

the integration of rotational ground motion recordings into the waveform inversion and how187

they can improve the reliability of the resulting seismic moment tensor.188

A short comment on the wording: very often I read about ’moment tensor inversion’. This189

is logically not entirely correct. Moment tensors are the output of the inversion. The inputs190

are waveforms, i. e. recordings of the wavefield or seismograms. Therefore, the logically191

correct phrasing should be ’waveform inversion for seismic moment tensors’ or ’moment192

tensor retrieval or determination’.193

The paper is structured in two main parts. After briefly introducing the theory of the seismic194

moment tensor and rotational ground motions in Section 2, Section 3 provides a review on195

the results of waveform inversion including rotational ground motions for seismic moment196

tensors. It is followed by a summary in Section 4 and an Outlook in Section 5.197

2 A brief mathematical overview198

In the following, I provide a brief overview of the theoretical background of the seismic199

moment tensor as well as rotational ground motions. The information given are restricted200

to what is necessary to understand this review article. For more in-depth theory about201

the seismic moment tensor, I suggest for beginners Jost and Herrmann (1989), Krüger and202

Bock (2009), Cesca and Heimann (2013), and Dahm and Krüger (2014). More advanced203

readers may prefer Ud́ıas, Madariaga, and Buforn (2014) and Aki and Richards (2002). An204

introduction into rotational ground motions for beginners can be found in Cochard et al.205

(2006), Li and van der Baan (2017), and Igel et al. (2015). For more advanced readers I206

suggest Aki and Richards (2002), Schmelzbach et al. (2018) and Sollberger et al. (2020).207

In the following, tensors appear in bold face (for example u for vectors and M for matrices).208

Subscripts (for example ui) indicate components of tensors with i = x, y, z being the three209

space axes. Einstein’s summation convention applies on repeated indices.210
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2.1 Mathematical description of the point source211

2.1.1 Definition of the seismic moment tensor212

For a general elastodynamic source, the linear relation between the observed displacement213

field component ui at observation point x and time t and the distribution of equivalent body214

force densities fj within the source region ξ at origin time τ is given by (Gilbert, 1970; Aki215

and Richards, 2002):216

ui(x, t) =

∫∫∫
V

Gij(x, t− τ ; ξ, 0) ∗ fj(ξ, t)d3ξ (1)

Displacement and traction are omitted. The ∗ marks a temporal convolution. Gij are the217

Green’s functions (GF) defined as the response of the medium to a unidirectional unit δ-218

Dirac impulse in space and time. They provide the i-th component of displacement at place219

x and time t due to a force in direction j at place ξ and time τ . Because the boundary220

conditions at t < τ are time-independent, the GFs depend only on the difference between221

origin and observation time t− τ but not on the origin time τ itself.222

The spatial integral in Eq. 1 can be simplified by Taylor series expansion around the source223

ξ0 as reference point. This reference point is defined as the centroid location of the source,224

the point of highest energy release. Usually, it does not coincide with the hypocenter, the225

point where the rupture starts. Applying the point source assumption, we assume that the226

GF do not change (much) within the source volume. That is, the considered wavelength227

must be larger than the source dimension. Then, we only need to consider the first two228

terms of the Taylor series and the equation modifies to:229

ui(x, t) = Gij(x, t− τ ; ξ0, 0) ∗ Fj(t) +Gij,k(x, t− τ ; ξ0, 0) ∗Mjk(t) (2)

Fj(t) is the total force exerted by the source. It is defined as the volume integral of the body-230

force density fj(ξ, t) arising from the difference between the model stress and the actual231

physical stress when describing the physical, non-linear source processes by an equivalent232

force system (Julian et al., 1998). Backus and Mulcahy (1976) called this body-force density233

the ’stress glut’. Omitting effects of gravitation and mass advection, the stress glut vanishes234

outside the source medium and, hence, the total force Fj(t) is zero. It remains:235

ui(x, t) = Mjk(t) ∗Gij,k(x, t− τ ; ξ0, 0) (3)

This is the basic equation for the waveform inversion for seismic moment tensors. The236

(linearised) forward problem is given by u = Gm. It can be further simplified when we237

formally rewrite the tensor of GFs to Gij = Gij(x(ξ), t(ξ)). Then, the spatial derivative in238
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Eq. 3 turns to:239

Gij,k =
δ

δξk
Gij

=
δGij

δxn

δxn
δξk

+
δGij

δt

δt

δξk

(4)

The first term of the right hand side is the near-field term and can be neglected at larger240

distances. The second term is the far-field. The second factor of the second term is the241

slowness vector sk = δt
δξk

. Omitting near-field effects, equation 3 turns to:242

ui(x, t) = Mjk(t) ∗ Ġij(x, t)sk

= Ṁjk(t) ∗Gij(x, t)sk
(5)

with the dot representing temporal derivative which can be interchanged between the GFs243

and the moment tensor.244

We assume that all components of the moment tensor Mjk(t) have the same time dependence245

which corresponds to the source time function S(t). With the point source assumption, the246

source time function is modelled as a Dirac δ-pulse and, thus, becomes unity in the far-field.247

This approach is valid as long as the real source duration is shorter than the shortest periods248

(that is highest frequencies) considered during inversion. With another Taylor expansion of249

the GFs around the centroid time τ0 and again neglecting terms of higher order we obtain250

(Dahm, 1993; Dahm and Krüger, 2014):251

ui(x, t) = Mjk ·
[
Ṡ ∗Gij(x, t)sk

]
= Mjk ·Gij,k(x, t)

(6)

The second factor in this equation is a rephrase of the spatial derivatives of the far-field GFs252

with respect to the centroid.253

From the seismic moment tensor, we not only obtain information about the physical source254

processes (see section 2.1.3) but also on the strength of the source. The seismic moment is255

defined directly on the moment tensor components Silver and Jordan (1982):256

M0 =

√∑
M2

kj

2
(7)

It has the unit of energy (Nm) and we can derive the moment magnitude from it. In addition,257
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the waveform inversion for the seismic moment tensor provides us with an estimate for the258

centroid depth. The pre-calculated GFs needed for the inversion are based on a specific259

depth. In practice, the waveform inversion is repeated with GFs for different depths and the260

inversion with the best residual is assumed to be in the correct depth.261

2.1.2 Geometry of the seismic moment tensor262

The seismic moment tensor Mij is the most general description of equivalent body forces for263

a seismic point source. It is a tensor of second order with nine components (Fig. 1). Each264

represents the strength (moment) of an elementary force couple.265

Figure 1: The nine components of the seismic moment tensor representing generalised force
couples (from Jost and Herrmann, 1989).

The diagonal elements represent linear dipoles causing no torque. The off-diagonal elements266

correspond to force couples (’double-couples’). They represent shear dislocation with three267

different orientations. They can be connected to the displacement (or slip) vector d on the268

rupture plane and its normal vector n:269

Mjk = µA(dknj + djnk) (8)

with µ and A being the shear modulus of the source area and the area of the rupture plane,270

respectively (Fig. 2). Because switching d and n has no consequences on the resulting tensor271

element, it follows that the moment tensor is symmetric and, therefore, also the off-diagonal272
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elements exert no torque. As a consequence, only six of the nine moment tensor components273

are independent which can be inverted for from wavefield recordings.274

Figure 2: Block model of a shear rupture plane showing the three angles strike, dip, and slip
or rake defining the orientation of the rupture plane and of the displacement (or slip) vector.
These angles are related to the seismic moment tensor via Eq. 11. The star on the rupture
plane marks the centroid location.

It also follows that the displacement and normal vector can not be separated from each other.275

Therefore, the source solution contains two nodal planes and it needs further information to276

distinguish the fault from the auxiliary plane. For example, these information be aftershock277

distribution, known fault orientation, or borehole breakouts.278

In an infinite, homogeneous and isotropic medium we can describe the ground motion due to a279

point shear dislocation (DC) with an analytical solution. Aki and Richards (2002) have given280

the expressions for the vertical, radial and transversal components of the displacement u(x, t)281

in spherical polar coordinates centered on the source (Fig. 3). These expressions include282

terms for the energy radiation pattern for the P- and S-wavefield in the near, intermediate,283

and far-field. For the far-field these radiation pattern terms are:284

AP = sin 2θ cosφr̂

AS = cos 2θ cosφθ̂ − cos θ sinφφ̂
(9)

The vectors r̂, Θ̂, and Φ̂ are the unit vectors of the spherical polar coordinate system in285
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Figure 3: Cartesian (black) and spherical polar (orange) coordinates to describe double-
couple displacement components. Blue indicates a point shear dislocation in the x-y plane
related to Eqs. 9 and 19 for radiation patterns of translation and rotation.

the vertical, radial, and transverse directions, respectively (see Fig. 3). Mathematically, the286

moment tensor can be rotated in any coordinate system. Thus, we always find a system where287

the tensor comprise only three orthogonal linear force dipoles. Then, the eigenvectors of the288

moment tensor correspond to the principal axes which can be defined via the displacement289

and normal vector (Jost and Herrmann, 1989):290

t =
1√
2

(n + d) tension axis (10a)

b = n× d null axis (10b)

p =
1√
2

(n− d) pressure axis (10c)

Using these equations, we can derive the connection between the moment tensor components291

Mjk and the geological faulting geometry, meaning the three angles strike φ, dip δ, and rake292
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(or slip) λ of a shear (DC) mechanism (Fig. 2, Jost and Herrmann, 1989):293

Mxx = −M0(sin δ cosλ sin 2φ+ sin 2δ sinλ sin2 φ)

Myy = M0(sin δ cosλ sin 2φ− sin 2δ sinλ cos2 φ)

Mzz = M0(sin 2δ sinλ)

Mxy = M0(sin δ cosλ cos 2φ+ 0.5 sin 2δ sinλ sin 2φ)

Mxz = −M0(cos δ cosλ cosφ+ cos 2δ sinλ sinφ)

Myz = −M0(cos δ cosλ sinφ− cos 2δ sinλ cosφ)

(11)

Figure 4 provide some examples of moment tensors and their corresponding focal mechanism294

in beachball representation.295

2.1.3 Decomposition of the seismic moment tensor296

Equation 11 relates the moment tensor components to a pure shear rupture, a DC mech-297

anism. Such a moment tensor is characterised by eigenvalues summing up to zero and one298

of the eigenvalues being zero itself. The largest and smallest eigenvalue correspond to the299

tension and pressure axes, respectively (Eqs. 10). However, we usually have no pure DC300

mechanisms but seismic sources include opening/closing fractures, volume changes, or other301

complexities. They are connected with physical mechanisms beyond pure shear earthquakes,302

such as volcanic or induced seismicity. The full seismic moment tensor represents a linear303

combination of such effects. There are several ways to separate the different mechanisms304

from each other. A good overview about such ’decomposition’ schemes can be found in Jost305

and Herrmann (1989) and Dahm and Krüger (2014).306

The most common and widely used scheme is the decomposition into physical (geological)307

sources. These are namely the already mentioned DC part representing shear rupture, the308

isotropic (ISO) part representing volume changes within the source, and the compensated309

linear vector dipole (CLVD, Knopoff and Randall, 1970; Fitch et al., 1980):310

Mfull = MDC + MISO + MCLV D. (12)

The CLVD part has no verified geological interpretation. When inverting waveforms for311

earthquake mechanisms, it is often interpreted as residual radiation from the DC source312

part. A low CLVD part is then interpreted as a confirmation of the model assumptions.313

However, several studies suggest that it might be more than just a mathematical leftover.314

Tensile faulting, where the displacement discontinuity is normal instead of parallel to the315

fault plane, or deep earthquakes caused by phase transformation (in subduction zones) can316
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Figure 4: Examples of seismic moment tensors and their corresponding force couples and
focal mechanisms. Grey dotted lines mark the axes on which the force couple acts. The
arrows mark the force direction of the couple. The moment tensor components are given in
the NWU (North-West-Up) coordinate system.

be explained with CLVD mechanisms (e. g. Julian et al., 1998). Fault complexities such as317

curvatures can also cause CLVD source components (e. g. Frohlich, 1990). Furthermore, in318

volcano seismology a CLVD can explain ring-faulting mechanisms associated with caldera319

collapse (e. g. Shuler et al., 2013; Gudmundsson et al., 2016).320

To decompose the full seismic moment tensor according to Eq. 12, it first need to be trans-321

formed into its principal axes coordinate system (see Eq. 10) by determining its eigenvalues322
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ei and eigenvectors ai (Jost and Herrmann, 1989):323

M =
(
a1 a2 a3

)
e

aT1
aT2
aT3

 =

a1x a2x a3x

a1y a2y a3y

a1z a2z a3z


e1 0 0

0 e2 0

0 0 e3


a1x a1y a1z

a2x a2y a2z

a3x a3y a3z

 . (13)

The elements of e, the diagonalised moment tensor, correspond to the eigenvalues of Mfull.324

In the next step, we separate the ISO moment tensor, which is defined as 1/3 the trace of325

Mfull:326

MISO =
1

3

tr(M) 0 0

0 tr(M) 0

0 0 tr(M)

 . (14)

What remains is the deviatoric moment tensor MDEV = Mfull−MISO with eigenvalues edevi .327

Assuming |edev3 | ≥ |edev2 | ≥ |edev1 | the deviatoric moment tensor MDEV can be rewritten to:328

MDEV = edev3

−K 0 0

0 (K − 1) 0

0 0 0


= edev3 (1− 2K)

0 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 1

+ edev3 K

−1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 2


(15)

with K = −edev1 /edev3 and (K − 1) = edev2 /edev3 and K being in the range 0 ≤ K ≤ 0.5. The329

first term on the RHS in Eq. 15 represents the DC source component while the second term330

stands for the CLVD part.331

Visualising all source components in one plot is not a trivial task. Tape and Tape (2012)332

and Aso et al. (2016) provide overviews about different source-type plots. Nowadays, the333

most common one in use is the Hudson plot (Fig. 5, Hudson et al., 1989). It provides ’a334

two-dimensional graphical display of all possible relative sizes of the three principal moments’335

using a projection onto a cube. It has the advantage of an equal-area source-type plot.336
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Figure 5: Source-type plot according to Hudson et al. (1989). Pure DC sources are plotted
in the center spot. As an example, 50 random moment tensors are shown.

2.2 Introduction to rotational ground motion337

2.2.1 Fundamental theory338

The complete seismic wavefield due to a seismic source is fully described by six compon-339

ents (6C), three components of translational and three components of rotational ground340

motion; plus six components of strain when considering entire ground deformation. Rota-341

tional ground motions ω are related to the curl of the deformation field and can be obtained342

through spatial derivatives of the translational wavefield u:343

ω =
1

2
∇× u =

1

2

uz,y − uy,zux,z − uz,x
uy,x − ux,y

 , (16)

where ui,j denote the spatial derivative along the three space axes j. It is a vector which344

represents the angle of rigid rotation of the medium caused by a small deformation.345

When we measure ground motion at the Earth surface, we have to consider that normal and346

shear traction vanish. This leads to a simplification of the equation where only horizontal347
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spatial derivatives remain (Robertsson and Curtis, 2002; Cochard et al., 2006):348

ωFS =

 uz,y

−uz,x
1
2
(uy,x − ux,y)

 . (17)

In Eq. 17 the horizontal components are defined by spatial derivatives of the vertical trans-349

lation. They are known as tilt or rocking and provide us with information on the spatial350

wavefield gradient of the vertical displacement with depth. This information is not available351

from translational point measurements at the surface. It would need large receiver arrays352

and data processing to access this information. The vertical component of rotational ground353

motion is defined by spatial derivatives of the horizontal translations and represents torsion.354

These relations are important to understand where the additional information with depth is355

coming from, mentioned later in the text several times.356

In the linearised, time-domain inversion scheme for moment tensors (Eqs. 3 and 6) the357

ground motion components are linear combinations of the moment tensor components with358

the matrix of spatial derivatives of GFs. Therefore, it is straight forward to include rota-359

tional ground motion into the waveform inversion for seismic moment tensors. With the360

appropriate, pre-calcualed GFs simply similar linear combinations need to be set-up. The361
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long version of the inversion equation based on Eq. 6 then looks like:362
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(18)

with N and k being the number of total recordings (translation plus rotation) and samples363

per recording, respectively. In Eq. 18 [...] on the LHS and [
...

. . .
...] on the RHS stand for364

possible further entries. They are not shown to keep the equation as compact as possible.365

Ichinose et al. (2021) also have demonstrated this fact based on the analytical expressions for366

the translational and rotational ground motion components based on four fundamental source367

types and corresponding coefficients defined on the source-receiver azimuth and moment368

tensor components. The fundamental source types are vertical strike-slip, vertical dip-slip,369

45° dip-slip, and explosion.370

2.2.2 Measuring rotational ground motions371

Although the benefits of measuring ”inclination” have been mentioned quite early (Schlüter,372

1903), seismology for a long time was limited to the translational part of the wavefield, with373

no access to the other part of the available information. Even in 2002 Aki and Richards374

stated: ”... note the utility of measuring rotation ..., but as of this writing seismology still375

awaits a suitable instrument for making such measurements.” This is reasoned by the very376

small amplitudes of rotational ground motions. Compared with translational ground motions377
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they are smaller by roughly a factor of 1000, depending on the local phase velocity. Thus,378

for quite a while appropriate measurement facilities were missing.379

A short summary about early attempts of observational rotational seismology can be found380

in Lee et al. (2011). Some of the first direct measurements have been done with highly381

sensitive ringlasers gyroscopes, an instrument originally developed for geodesy to monitor382

Earth’s rotation (McLeod et al., 1998; Pancha et al., 2000; Igel et al., 2005; Schreiber et al.,383

2009). It is an interferometer, the measurement principle based on the Sagnac effect (Lefèvre,384

2014). However, ringlasers are massive structures at fixed locations which need a huge effort385

in absolutely rigid construction to provide stable measurements. That makes them very386

expensive and limits the number of available measurements. Up to today only five ringlasers387

exist worldwide of which four measure the vertical component of rotation only.388

As early as the 1990s attemps have been made to measure rotational ground motion with389

portable sensors (Nigbor, 1994; Takeo, 1998). Since then, several portable sensors based390

on very different measure principles were developed. They include the principle of torsion391

balance (Cowsik et al., 2009), the pairwise combination of geophones (Brokešová et al.,392

2012; Brokešová and Málek, 2013), liquid-based rotational motion sensors (Jedliča et al.,393

2012; Huang et al., 2013), magnetohydrodynamic sensors (Pierson et al., 2016), and micro-394

electromechanical systems (MEMS)-based gyroscopes (Nigbor, 1994). Partly, these sensors395

were successfully used for strong motion studies (Lee et al., 2009; Nigbor et al., 2009).396

However, for a broad application in seismology, a higher sensitivity in a wider bandwidth397

is needed. A promising development with respect to that point was the usage of fibre-398

optic gyroscopes (Jaroszewicz et al., 2006; Velikoseltsev et al., 2012; Bernauer et al., 2021).399

Bernauer et al. (2018) showed that we now have the first portable rotation sensor developed400

for seismology which is commercially available.401

According to Eqs. 16 and 17 we can derive rotational ground motions from translational402

surface array measurements (array-derived-rotation - ADR). The seismogeodetic method403

is one way to do so (Spudich et al., 1995; Bodin et al., 1997; Huang, 2003; Spudich and404

Fletcher, 2008, 2009). Here, the best-fitting spatially uniform strain and rigid body rotation405

is determined to fit the instantaneous deformation of an array of seismic recorders and, thus,406

provides a spatial average of rotational ground motions over the area of the surface array. P-407

and S-wave velocities beneath the array must be known and the method assumes that the408

deformation is linear over the array area. Therefore, the validity of the resulting rotational409

ground motion is limited to lower frequencies, depending on the spatial extend of the array.410

Suryanto et al. (2006) also stated, that although the method needs measurements of only411

three stations, the accuracy of the derived rotation is considerably influenced by noise within412

the translational data. However, the more recordings are used to derive rotational ground413

motions, the better this influence is cancelled out. Other factors influencing the accuracy414
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of derived rotational ground motions are topography, structural heterogeneities, receiver415

location uncertainties, uncertainties in the seismometer response function, strain-rotation-416

coupling, and inaccuracies in the plane wave assumption. Nevertheless, comparisons between417

ADR and direct measurements showed excellent fit between both with correlation coefficients418

up to 98% (Suryanto et al., 2006; Wassermann et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2012; Donner et al.,419

2017). Therefore, it should be possible to use them as an addendum to direct measurements420

for waveform inversion. The method of Spudich and Fletcher (2008) is implemented in the421

Python-based seismological analysis toolbox ObsPy (Beyreuther et al., 2010; Megies et al.,422

2011; Krischer et al., 2015).423

Langston (2007a,b,c, 2018) developed a very similar method complemented by a weighting424

scheme and coined the term ’wave gradiometry’ for it. Instead on the resulting array-425

derived rotation and strain, he rather focuses on determining the wavefield gradient with426

high precision (Liang and Langston, 2009).427

2.2.3 Rotations due to a double-couple point source428

Applying the same notation as for Eq. 9 and given in Fig. 3 for the translational rotation429

pattern, we can find a likewise expression for the rotational radiation pattern (Cochard et430

al., 2006; Igel et al., 2015):431

AR = cos θ sinφθ̂ + cosφ cos 2θφ̂ (19)

Another way to obtain the rotational radiation pattern is to calculate the curl of the trans-432

verse far-field radiation pattern (Eq. 9, Cochard et al., 2006). That is ∇ ×AFS = AR/r.433

Hence, it becomes clear, that these two radiation patterns are orthogonal to each other (see434

also Sec. 3.2).435

2.2.4 Strain-rotation coupling and local side effects436

Similarly to translational ground motions, direct measurements of rotational ground motions437

are biased due to local side effects. Small-scale heterogeneities and rough topography, for438

example, can cause a conversion of strain into rotation (strain-rotation-coupling or strain-439

induced rotation, King and Bilham, 1973; Harrison, 1976; Kohl and Levine, 1995; van Driel440

et al., 2012, 2015). This effect can significantly contribute to the measurement of rotational441

ground motion on all distances and in the low-frequency spectrum (van Driel et al., 2012).442

The same authors also found a dependence on the relative magnitude of strain and rotation.443

In turn, the relative magnitude of strain and rotation is influenced by the radiation pattern,444

source-receiver-distance, or seismic phases.445

The effects of local side conditions, that means small scale heterogeneities of the structure,446
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on rotational ground motion is more significant than for translational data. For example,447

Fichtner and Igel (2009) and Bernauer et al. (2012) could show that the finite-frequency448

sensitivity kernels of rotational ground motion are influenced only by structure in close449

vicinity of the receiver but not along the path or in the vicinity of the source. Thus, they450

could be used for single receiver local tomography.451

These findings have important implications when working with direct measurements of rota-452

tional ground motion. Under specific circumstances the data are usable only when they are453

corrected for local side effects, especially strain-rotation-coupling. (Singh et al., 2020) in-454

vestigated the coupling in more detail using the theory of homogenisation (Capdeville et al.,455

2020). They introduced the coupling vector J which is a characteristic of the receiver loca-456

tion and not dependent on source or time. Therefore, it is possible to invert for the coupling457

vector J and subsequently use it to correct the measured data of a specific receiver location.458

3 Benefits of rotational ground motions for regional459

seismic moment tensors460

When including recordings of rotational ground motions into the waveform inversion for461

seismic moment tensors, we extend the number of observations of the seismic wavefield.462

Intuitively, we understand this addition in information alone should improve the resulting463

moment tensor solution. Because portable rotational sensors are quite new instruments, so464

far, there are no studies based on real, direct measurements of rotational ground motion.465

The studies summarised in this review worked with either synthetic waveforms or with ADR466

measurements.467

This section is structured as follows: At first, some general benefits are presented (section 3.1)468

before the influences of receiver number and geometry are explained (section 3.2). Section469

3.3 discusses the influence of structural model and its relation to inverted frequencies as well470

as the relation between frequencies, magnitudes, distance ranges and used waveform types.471

Section 3.4 focuses on the resolvability of centroid depth. A discussion on the resolvability472

of different source parts can be found in section 3.5 before findings on the influence of noise473

are presented in section 3.6.474

In the following, the term ’resolution’ is used to describe the quality, or reliability, of the475

resulting moment tensor from waveform inversion. In this review, the term refers to both,476

the accuracy and the precision with which the moment tensor components are determined.477
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3.1 General benefits for the resolution of the moment tensor com-478

ponents479

Donner et al. (2016) investigated the waveform inversion results from six component (6C,480

translation+rotation) synthetic waveforms in a scenario based on a 1-dimensional (1D) struc-481

tural model of northern Iran. The synthetic waveforms are calculated based on a synthetic482

shallow strike-slip source in 6 km depth with a moment magnitude of Mw 4.0 and with 80%483

DC. The seismograms were calculated up to 0.1 Hz with a minimum wavelength of 27 km.484

Therefore, the dominant wave type are surface waves as it is standard in regional waveform485

inversion for moment tensors. For the receiver locations the authors chose two scenarios:486

one based on the real distribution of broadband stations of the Iranian National Seismic487

Network (INSN) operated by the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology, and488

a second scenario based on a regular grid of virtual receivers covering almost entire Iran489

(Fig. 6). To obtain an unbiased solution selection and also consider possible trade-offs the490

authors performed a Bayesian (probabilistic) inversion based on equations from Tarantola491

(2005). A prior probability density function (ρ(m), prior pdf) on the parameter space m492

(moment tensor components and centroid depth) is connected with a Likelihood function493

to obtain the posterior probability density function (σ(m), posterior pdf). The likelihood494

function provides a measure of how well a model is fitting the data and is basically defined495

as the L2 norm between the synthetic and theoretical observations. The parameter space496

is randomly sampled using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm testing one million start solu-497

tions (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949; Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970). The posterior498

pdf is quantified relative to the prior pdf using Shannon’s measure of information gain (IG,499

Shannon, 1948):500

IG(ρ, σ) =

∫
ρ(x)log

[
ρ(x)

σ(x)

]
dx. (20)

The unit of the information gain is termed a bit due to the logarithm base 2.501

In their first scenario, Donner et al. (2016) compared the three component (3C) versus six502

component (6C) inversion results based on two rings of virtual recorders distributed around503

the source. To keep the amount of data constant during inversion, they halved the number of504

recorders when including the rotational data to the inversion (black dots with white crosses505

in Fig. 6a). Hence, the improvement of the result does not come from purely increasing the506

amount of data but actually from adding new information. In this case, the IG increased507

by 53% ((IG6C-IG3C)/IG3C×100%). Especially, components including spatial derivatives508

with respect to depth are significantly better resolved. For component Mzz the IG increased509

by 161%. The same comparison based on the real station distribution (second scenario of510

this study) confirmed the findings with an overall increase of IG of 136%. That means,511
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Figure 6: Summarised study results of Donner et al. (2016, 2018). a) Overview map for
the study area. Blue star shows the location of a synthetic source with its mechanism given
by the beachball (grey: full moment tensor; black: DC part). Red triangles mark the real
station locations of the Iranian National Seismic Network (INSN) while dots represent a
virtual grid of receivers. Black and white-crossed dots (6C and 3C receivers, respectively)
are the receivers used in their scenario one. b) Gaussian kernel density estimations for
the IG corresponding to 1000 runs based on the virtual grid of receivers. Coral and green
distributions show the IGs from inverting 3C and 6C waveform data from randomly chosen
receivers for the given parameters, respectively. The higher the IG, the more the inverted
parameter benefits from using rotational motions. Same IG means same inversion resolution
using half the number of receivers but the same amount of data. (Modified after Figs. 1 and
3 of Donner et al. (2016).)
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with half the number of receivers the resulting moment tensor is better resolved using 6C512

compared with only 3C waveform data. Most probably, the benefits come from the horizontal513

components of the rotation (tilt) holding information on the vertical displacement gradient514

(see also section 2.2.1).515

This assumption could be confirmed by a study on the kinematic source solution of a buried516

fault (Reinwald et al, 2016). Here, the authors applied the same Bayesian inversion scheme517

inverting for slip on the rupture plane, rupture velocity and rise time. They compared the518

inversion results for a strike-slip and a dip-slip source with exactly the same synthetic set-519

up and source-receiver-geometry for both synthetic sources. For the strike-slip source the520

increase in IG due to adding rotational recordings to the inversion was in total 10% while521

for the dip-slip source the increase in IG was 32%. Especially, the resolution of the rupture522

velocity, rise time, and the slip closest to the Earth surface benefited significantly from the523

rotational ground motions. In addition, already Bernauer et al. (2014) could show that the524

well-known trade-off between rupture velocity and rise time can be reduced substantially.525

Applying the same inversion scheme, the authors tested a synthetic strike-slip source only.526

They showed the 2D marginal posterior pdf of rupture velocity and rise time for the 3C and527

6C scenario. The area where variations in both parameters compensate each other is about528

twice as large for the 3C case than for the 6C case. Also, in the 3C case the expected values529

from the posterior pdf missed the target value considerably, the inaccuracy being larger for530

the rise-time than for the rupture velocity. For the 6C case, the increase in IG for rupture531

velocity and rise time was 25% and 60%, respectively.532

A study with real, ADR-based measurements was performed by Ichinose et al. (2021). They533

used translational measurements from the Piñon Flat Observatory Array and the Golay Ar-534

ray in the US to derive rotational ground motion (see Sec. 2.2.2). The authors performed a535

waveform inversion for the full moment tensor (long period, time-domain, and linear inver-536

sion) and a Network Sensitivity Solution (NSS) analysis (Ford et al., 2010) to investigate the537

resolution of the resulting moment tensors. In addition, they intentionally reduced the num-538

ber of measurements for inversion to three receivers because they argue that adding more539

data to an already large dataset would not necessarily improve the solution (without apply-540

ing weighting schemes). Ichinose et al. (2021) found similar improvement for the moment541

tensor resolution as Donner et al. (2016, 2017) which manifest in a reduction of the non-DC542

components (as discussed in Sec. 3.5) and a decrease of the area of certain percentage of543

variance reduction level in the NSS analysis.544

Most generally, we know that some moment tensor components are very difficult to resolve545

from translational ground motion in the regional distance range. Some specific source char-546

acteristic cannot be determined from Love or Rayleigh surface waves alone (for a discussion547

on body versus surface waves see section 3.3). For example, the component Mzz can only548
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be determined in combination with Mxx and Myy from Rayleigh waves alone, affecting the549

resolution of the ISO source part (Julian et al., 1998). Furthermore, because for shallow550

sources some moment tensor components (Mxz, Myz) do not contribute to the surface wave551

radiation pattern due to the free surface condition (Bukchin, 2006; Bukchin et al., 2010).552

Yet, due to their dependence on the vertical displacement gradient, these components are553

also the ones benefiting most from including rotational ground motion into the waveform554

inversion.555

3.2 Influence of the receiver distribution556

Fig. 6b summarises the generalised inversion results based on the virtual grid of receivers557

from Donner et al. (2016). They repeated the Bayesian inversion a 1000 times randomly558

selecting receivers out of the regular grid to further investigate the effect of the receiver559

distribution. Fig. 6b shows the Gaussian kernel density estimation (kde) over the IG from560

these 1000 inversions with one million start solutions each for the seven parameters inverted561

for. That means, the further the distribution stretches to the right side of the panels, the562

better is the parameter resolved. The coral and green distributions correspond to inversion563

results of 3C and 6C waveform data, respectively. Again, for the 6C case only half the564

number of receivers but the same amount of data was inverted. For the moment tensor565

components Mzz and Mxz it shows, no matter how the receivers are distributed around the566

source, the parameters are always better resolved when including rotations into the inversion.567

For the other moment tensor components it depends on the receiver distribution whether568

the component is equally well or better resolved. In Fig. 6b, these two cases correspond to569

both distributions partially overlapping or the 6C distribution being shifted to the right to570

higher IG, respectively.571

Theoretically, it should be possible to determine the full seismic moment tensor from a single572

3C recording when all seismic wave types are recorded because in the time domain it is an573

overdetermined inversion problem (see Eqs. 3 and 6). Ekström et al. (1986) has shown it574

for the teleseismic distance range. However, in practise the attempt is rarely successful in575

the regional distance range, mainly due to more complex waveforms and, hence, a higher576

necessity for detailed structural models compared with the teleseismic distance range (see577

also section 3.3). Therefore, often only a constrained moment tensor or even just the DC part578

can be obtained from a single 3C recording. Donner et al. (2018) have analysed this issue579

including rotational ground motions using the same inversion scheme and set-up as in their580

2016 study (see Fig. 6). They investigated the outcome from one, two, and three receiver581

locations. They conclude that the probability to retrieve a reliable full moment tensor582

solution from the 6C recordings of only two or three receivers is very high. The increase in583

IG compared with inverting 3C recordings only was 178% and 181%, respectively. However,584
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from only one 6C recording alone the full moment tensor is probably still not retrievable in585

many cases. The possibility to resolve a constrained moment tensor, for example the DEV586

moment tensor or only DC part, was not tested but the authors argue that it might be587

possible. The IG from inverting a single 6C recording for the full moment tensor increases588

by 105% compared with inverting a single 3C recording.589

In their study based on ADR data, Ichinose et al. (2021) inverted data of three receivers, of590

which only one is a 6C receiver, for the full moment tensor. The authors demonstrated a591

significant increases in the DC part of the source mechanisms compared to inverting trans-592

lational recordings alone.593

In the study of Donner et al. (2018), a second reason for the improved resolution of the mo-594

ment tensor due to including rotations into the inversion could be identified. Fig. 7 shows595

the radiation pattern for the theoretical earthquake source used in the mentioned studies,596

that means the normalised maximum energy for each receiver of the virtual grid. It is cal-597

culated as the square root of the sum of the squared amplitudes divided by the maximum598

amplitude of the trace: E =
√∑

tr2i /Amax(tr). It is clearly visible that an optimum choice599

of receiver location within this radiation pattern provides strongly varying amplitude ratios,600

constraining the waveform inversion for the seismic moment tensor effectively. From the601

three components of translational ground motion alone only three amplitude ratios are pos-602

sible. When including the rotational ground motion this number increases to 15 amplitude603

ratios providing significantly more constraint for the inversion (enumerative combinatorics:604

two out of six without multiple selection and without considering order). Of course, we605

can perform this analysis only after the earthquake occurred and then it is hardly possible606

anymore to decide for the perfect receiver location for this specific earthquake. However,607

seismological observatories usually have a good overview of their monitored region and know608

where to expect seismic activity and what general kind of earthquake mechanisms, at least609

approximately. In addition, in some settings we know quite well which kind of seismicity610

to expect at which location, for example, when monitoring geothermal facilities, mining,611

or volcanic areas. Hence, for some cases it is possible to roughly determine which receiver612

location would be more optimal than others in advance.613

This argumentation was also demonstrated by Ichinose et al. (2021) using a finite difference614

simulation of the curl and displacement wavefields for regional distance receivers and arguing615

on the orthogonality of the rotational and far-field SH radiation patterns (see Sec. 2.2.3616

and Cochard et al., 2006). They summarised the relation as follows: ’One 6-C sensor617

gathers the same information on long-period radiation pattern as two 3-C at 90° azimuth618

from one another on the focal plane’. Fig. 8 demonstrates the effect with synthetic, noise-free619

waveforms of a dip-slip event (strike=45°, dip=50°, and rake=-70°) in a depth of 6 km based620

on a local 1D structural model. The theoretical receivers are located in the same distance621
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Figure 7: Radiation pattern for the synthetic earthquake scenario in Fig. 6. Upper and
lower row show the normalised energy amplitudes for translation and rotation while from
left to right the radial, transverse and vertical components are shown, respectively. White
star marks the epicenter of the theoretical source. Modified after Fig. 8 of Donner et al.
(2018).
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with varying azimuths in steps of 30° around the source. The waveforms are normalised to one622

over all components, evaluating translations and rotations separately because of their large623

amplitude difference. The dominant wave is the S-wave, the P-wave is only lightly visible624

on the vertical translation data. The increase/decrease of the amplitudes with increasing625

azimuth clearly show the difference in azimuth for the maximum amplitudes between both626

types of waveform data. This information leads to meaningful amplitude ratios which are627

exploited during waveform inversion.628

Figure 8: Synthetic waveforms for a dip-slip event (strike=45°, dip=50°, and rake=-70°)
with 6 km depth recorded at the same distance but with different azimuths in steps of 30°.
Amplitudes are normalised to one, evaluating translations (orange) and rotations (turquoise)
separately. The dominant amplitudes are the S-wave. The varying amplitudes over azimuth
clearly show the orthogonality of the radiation pattern between translations and rotations.
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3.3 Influence of frequency range and structural model629

In the regional distance range, it is standard to invert the waveforms in a frequency range630

appropriate to cover the surface waves, which is roughly between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz (10 - 100 sec)631

with a focus between 0.02 and 0.05 Hz (20 - 50 sec). In this frequency range it is the surface632

waves carrying most of the energy and, thus, yielding a lot of information into the inversion.633

The choice of frequencies is also related to the magnitudes of the analysed events. The lower634

the magnitude, the higher is the corner frequency of the event and the radiated frequency635

content (Fig. 9). In the regional distance range, we usually analyse earthquakes with a636

magnitude roughly between Mw 4.0 and Mw 6.5. For these events, the frequency content of637

the radiated surface waves is safely below the corner frequency of the events. Above the638

corner frequency the simplifying assumption of a point source (see Sec. 2.1.1) and thus639

the mathematical equation for the waveform inversion is no longer valid. Below and above640

these approximate magnitude thresholds, we rather speak of local and teleseismic waveform641

inversion, respectively. Though, the boundaries between these categories are not defined642

precisely.643

Figure 9: Schematic representation of the relationships between earthquake magnitude and
corresponding corner frequency (orange), seismic wave type (turquoise), and structural model
accuracy (purple) with respect to frequency and period range. The given values represent
approximate guidelines and no exact limits.

The choice of frequencies is also connected to the accuracy of the structural model on which644

the calculation of the GFs for the inversion is based. Low frequencies are related to rather645

long wavelengths. In the case of surface waves the wavelength is several tens of kilometres as646
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a minimum. As a consequence, the seismic wave is ’blind’ for smaller details of the underlying647

structure. Very often, a 1D structural model, where seismic properties vary only with depth648

but not laterally, is sufficient to reliably invert for seismic moment tensors in the regional649

distance range. According to Šilený (2004) for the inversion in the frequency range 0.02 -650

0.05 Hz an uncertainty of the crustal structure up to 30% is harmless before it starts to bias651

the inversion result for the event-receiver geometry he tested. Also Vasyura-Bathke et al.652

(2021) concluded that uncertainties in the structural model can affect the moment tensor653

resolution profoundly. Especially, the resulting decomposition suffered from structural model654

errors.655

For a lot of regions such 1D structural models meanwhile exist, for example, from local656

earthquake tomography (e. g. Eberhart-Phillips, 1990; Thurber, 1993; Haberland et al., 2009;657

Mousavi et al., 2015). However, seismic waveforms are influenced the most from the upper658

crust, which is the most complex part of the Earth’s structure and includes strong lateral659

heterogeneities on all spatial scales. A structural model perfectly describing arrival times of660

seismic body wave phases is not necessarily sufficient for surface wave waveform inversion661

but in the best case can be adapted (e. g. Donner et al., 2013).662

Since a couple of years, the progress in computational and storage resources allowed to663

investigate the usage of 3-dimensional (3D) structural models for various studies, including664

regional waveform inversion for moment tensors (e. g. Hingee et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2016;665

Hejrani et al., 2017). Several authors have shown that the usage of 3D structural models can666

be strongly beneficial for the reliability of the inversion result, that means the seismic moment667

tensor (e. g. Fichtner and Tkalčić, 2010; Kim et al., 2011; Covellone and Savage, 2012; Kühn668

and Vavryčuk, 2013; Hejrani and Tkalčić, 2020). It allows to extend the waveform inversion669

to higher frequency ranges, but still below the corner frequency, because the chances to670

decipher the more complex waveforms due to more detailed structure increase. This instance671

shifts the focus from surface waves to include body wave energy adding physical information672

to the inversion and, thus, can improve the resolution of the resulting moment tensor. It also673

allows to lower the magnitude threshold for which waveform inversion for seismic moment674

tensors are possible because smaller events have a higher corner frequency.675

Fig. 9 suggests that the radiated energy of seismic events is constant and easy to use at676

the lower end of the frequencies but this is not entirely true. Real world observations show677

that the plateau of the displacement amplitude spectrum does not spread endlessly to lower678

frequencies but rises again below a certain frequency. This is due to the influence of noise679

superimposing the earthquake signal. Thus, it is difficult to resolve the moment tensor of680

small events from low frequencies and more detailed models are needed to fit the higher681

frequencies. Nevertheless, 3D structural models and GFs calculated on them need to be682

carefully validated against the true structure. If they do not represent the real conditions683
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properly, they rather harm the inversion result than improve it (e. g. Graves and Wald, 2001;684

Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010).685

These relationships have long been known from the inversion of translational ground motions.686

They are still just as valid when including the rotational ground motions into the waveform687

inversion. The question remains what factor improves the reliability of the resulting moment688

tensor more: inverting 6C waveforms or GFs based on 3D structural models? Donner et al.689

(2020) tried to answer this question, again based on the same Bayesian inversion scheme as690

before comparing 3C versus 6C waveform inversion. This time, the set-up is a scenario on the691

Korean Peninsula with synthetic waveforms based on a shallow strike-slip Mw 5.4 earthquake692

in the Republic of Korea (ROK) and based on an Mw 5.8 explosive source in the Democratic693

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). They calculated two sets of GFs based on a 1D and694

a 3D structural model and compared the inversion results for both sets in three different695

frequency ranges: 0.02 - 0.05 Hz (20 - 50 sec), 0.02 - 0.1 Hz (10 - 50 sec), and 0.02 - 0.16 Hz (6 -696

50 sec). Their main conclusion is that for both event scenarios the combination of 6C with697

3D improves the reliability of the result the most. This effect can even be increased when698

broadening the frequency range to higher frequencies.699

However, they found differences for the two source types. For the explosive event the usage700

of a 3D model turned out to be superior than adding the rotational ground motion to the701

inversion, especially in the higher frequency range. This is explained by the type of radiated702

energy. Explosive sources radiate most of their energy as compressional (P-) wave energy703

and only very few shear-wave energy, i. e. S- and surface wave energy. They contain much704

higher frequencies than surface waves, which strengthens the preference for 3D instead of705

6C for explosive sources. In addition, compressional waves cannot excite rotations in a706

homogeneous medium and considering the far-field energy radiation. Though, Pham et al.707

(2010) showed with real data examples that we do see rotations in the P-wave train. It708

is assumed that scattering and P-to-S conversion due to anisotropy in the upper crust is709

responsible for the effect. As a consequence, the rotational ground motions indeed do add710

physical information to the waveform inversion of explosive sources but being able to model711

crustal details and invert higher frequencies is more relevant here.712

Finally, as already mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the distortions of the recorded waveforms due713

to local site effects are more severe for rotational than for translational ground motions714

(though not negligible here as well). Most likely it will not be possible to invert real, direct715

recordings of rotational ground motion without carefully considering the coupling vector J .716

The verification is pending.717
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3.4 Resolution of the centroid depth718

For a long time, it is well know that the focus on surface wave frequencies in the regional dis-719

tance range comes with a major draw back. The equations for the radiation patterns of Love720

and Rayleigh surface waves contain terms including spatial derivatives of the eigenfunctions721

with respect to depth. The terms in question affect the moment tensor components Mxz and722

Myz. They are proportional to the shear traction on a horizontal plane. At the free surface,723

the shear traction vanishes. As a consequence, the connected moment tensor components724

are badly resolved for shallow sources (centroid depth � considered wavelength, Dufumier725

and Cara, 1995; Bukchin, 2006; Bukchin et al., 2010).726

In their second scenario based on the real station distribution of the INSN (red triangles727

in Fig. 6a) Donner et al. (2016) found a bimodal distribution for the kde of the centroid728

depth for both inversions, based on 3C and 6C waveform data; one for a shallow depth729

of 4-8 km and one for a deeper depth of 16-20 km (target centroid depth: 6 km). The 3C730

kde distribution showed the highest peak at the deeper and wrong depth, while the 6C kde731

distribution resulted in the correct depth. Interestingly, Donner et al. (2013) and Donner732

et al. (2014) found a similar bimodal sensitivity for centroid depth when inverting real733

translational measurements for the moment tensor. So, the cause might be in the event-734

receiver geometry for the Iranian setting. Based on the two rings of virtual receivers around735

the source the inversion resulted in unimodal kde distributions. However, again from 3C736

waveform data the possibility to end up with a wrong centroid depth is high. Including737

rotational data increase the chances to determine a reliable centroid depth. Here, the increase738

in IG is 175%.739

From the summarised results of the generalised inversion in Fig. 6a the panel for the centroid740

depth is of particular interest. It shows the well-known problem of resolving this parameter741

from the inversion of 3C waveform data alone. No matter how well the receivers are dis-742

tributed around the source, the results always have a low IG. When adding rotations to the743

inversion, the kde distribution stretches over a wide range of IG. That means, the centroid744

depth is almost always more reliably resolved. Depending on the receiver distribution the745

gain in information can reach a multiple of the one from 3C data. The reader should note746

that these are results from a synthetic strike-slip source which includes mainly horizontal747

slip. For an event including vertical slip the benefit will probably be even better because748

of the information on the vertical displacement gradient adding valuable constraint on the749

inversion.750
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3.5 Resolvability of the tectonic mechanism and DC/non-DC parts751

As explained in Sec. 2.1.3 the full seismic moment tensor contains information on several752

source components, only part of them having a tectonic origin. Depending on the goal of a753

scientific study, either the DC (tectonic) or the non-DC (ISO and CLVD) part of the moment754

tensor is the focus. From inverting recordings of translational ground motion alone it is755

sometimes not possible to resolve the full moment tensor. Scientists constrain the inversion,756

for example by setting the ISO part to zero or even invert only for the DC part. Other757

constraints are also possible. When the reliability of the full moment tensor solution can758

benefit from recordings of rotational ground motions then the different source components759

should as well.760

Based on their 1000 inversions for the generalisation of their study based on the Iranian761

setting, Donner et al. (2016) have calculated the decomposition of these 1e9 moment tensor762

solutions (1e6 start solutions for each inversion) and determined DC, ISO, and CLVD per-763

centages as well as strike, dip, and rake angels of the DC part. The overall distribution for764

the 3C and the 6C case were similar. In both cases the kde peak values for each parameter765

did not match the value of the target model. Though, for the 6C case, they found sub-peaks766

of the kde distribution at the target values for DC and ISO part as well as for the dip and767

rake angles.768

The entire decomposition result depends on the reliable estimation of the ISO part (diagonal769

elements of the moment tensor) because this is the very first step in the chosen decomposition770

scheme (see Sec. 2.1.3). For the scenarios tested (based on a real station distribution and771

on a virtual grid of receivers), two of the three diagonal moment tensor components showed772

flaws in their reliability in the 3C and 6C case and, hence, the ISO part is flawed as well. The773

peak values of the kde distribution for the 3C and the 6C case are off by about 35 - 45%. As a774

result, all other decomposition parameters do not fit the target value neither. Nevertheless,775

the reliability of estimating the ISO part still could be improved. Comparing the IG values776

for the diagonal moment tensor elements from 3C versus 6C there is an increase by 35%777

for the virtual grid of receivers and by 130% for the real station distribution scenario. In778

summary that means, adding recordings of rotation into the inversion indeed brings a benefit779

for the decomposition of the full moment tensor.780

This conclusion is particularly significant for non-tectonic events, such as explosions, mining781

collapse, and volcanic or geothermally induced events. Sometimes this question is connected782

with a certain political sensitivity, for example in the frame of the Comprehensive Nuclear-783

Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT). Several studies have already addressed this question from transla-784

tional ground motion alone (e. g. Dreger and Woods, 2002; Barth, 2014; Vavrycǔk and Kim,785

2014; Gaebler et al., 2019; Mustać et al., 2020, and many more). For the DPRK nuclear test786

of 2016 Cesca et al. (2017) showed a trade-off between the ISO, vertical CLVD, and DC part.787
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Within the ISO part, it is a trade-off between the horizontal (Mxx and Myy) and vertical788

(Mzz) diagonal moment tensor elements (see also Julian et al., 1998). For tectonic events,789

several authors could show that the low resolution of the ISO part is inherently related to790

the often low resolution of the centroid depth (e. g. Sipkin, 1986; Šilený et al., 1992; Kř́ıžová791

et al., 2013). Rotational ground motion measurements can address all of these aspects.792

3.6 Influence of noise793

Studies on synthetic data always lack real world complexities in many ways. One of it is794

the influence of noise contained in real observations. It can arise from inaccuracies in the795

measurement, for example noise in the seismogram, or from inaccuracies in the theory, for796

example hypocenter uncertainties, structural model uncertainties. The latter one often can797

be taken into account by appropriate inversion strategies. For example, by adjusting the798

inverted frequency range to match uncertainties in the structural model or by grid-searching799

a specific range of likely values for parameters such as coordinates and centroid depth.800

Noise due to measurement inaccuracies is more difficult to take into account due to its cor-801

related nature (Yagi and Fukahata, 2008). Mustać and Tkalčić (2017) showed that erroneous802

inversion solutions can be the result of unaccounted noise during inversion which leads to803

overfitting waveform data. In their 2020 study they demonstrated that the non-ISO part804

of the moment tensor is affected most from this effect. It has direct consequences for the805

analysis of non-tectonic sources such as explosions.806

In the synthetic studies including rotational ground motions summarised here, the synthetic807

waveform data were biased with Gaussian noise of 10% of the maximum amplitude observed808

in the synthetic waveforms. Because the maximum amplitude between translations and809

rotations differ by several orders of magnitude they were evaluated separately. To investigate810

the effect of different noise levels during inversion including rotations, Bernauer et al. (2014)811

have repeated their Bayesian inversion for kinematic source parameters with varying noise812

levels. Because the study approach provides a relative comparison on 3C versus 6C inversion813

results, it is controlled only by the ratio of the noise level between rotational and translational814

synthetics. Therefore, they kept the noise level for the translational data constant while815

increasing the noise level for the rotational data up to five times the level of the translational816

noise. They conclude that the signal-to-noise ratio just need to be similar in both types of817

waveform data for the inversion result to benefit from including rotational ground motion818

measurements.819
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4 Summary820

Most difficulties with the resolution of the seismic moment tensor components during wave-821

form inversion are connected with depth: specific moment tensor components are badly822

resolved for shallow sources, centroid depth itself, several trade-offs somehow related to823

depth or depth-dependent components, and sensitivity to the structural model with depth.824

This is exactly what rotational ground motion can provide: information on the spatial wave-825

field gradient of the vertical displacement (see Eqs. 16 and 17). As a consequence, when826

including rotational ground motion into inversion, the resolution (here, meaning accuracy827

and precision) of the seismic moment tensor components are significantly increased, in some828

cases by more than 100%. As to be expected, especially the depth-dependent components829

and the centroid depth could benefit the most. From finite source studies, we also know830

that the benefit is even increased when we analyse earthquake sources which include vertical831

rupture instead of a pure strike-slip source mainly rupturing horizontally.832

The benefits for the moment tensor resolution was shown on both, synthetic studies and real833

ADR data. The benefits for the centroid depth and for sources including vertical rupture834

was shown with synthetic studies only. So far missing but in progress is a study validating835

the findings on real, direct measurements.836

If the single moment tensor components are more reliably determined, then also the decom-837

position into different source parts is more reliable. Especially the ISO part (volume changes838

within the source) is fundamental for the entire decomposition process but also the hardest839

part to resolve from translational waveform data alone.840

In summary, the benefits for the moment tensor resolution mainly are due to two reasons:841

• Rotational ground motion recordings contain information on the vertical displacement842

gradient. This information is not available from classical translational surface station843

recordings. That is an added information to the waveform inversion (beyond simply844

adding more data).845

• Having available six components of ground motion per observation point instead of846

only three, the amount of amplitude ratios between the components increases by a847

factor of five (from 3 to 15, enumerative combinatorics). These ratios uniquely reflect848

the radiation pattern of the source which is hence better constrained.849

Or to put it differently: With respect to the radiation pattern, one 6C observation is850

equivalent to two 3C observations at 90° azimuth from one another.851

From inversion theory we know that the inversion result is generally improved when more852

data of the same type is added to the inversion, even for generally overdetermined inversion853

problems (Tarantola, 2005). In the few studies performed so far this effect was considered.854
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Having six components per observation only half the number of receivers were used for855

waveform inversion. Still, the same if not higher solution quality was obtained. This result856

has important implications for hardware installation and maintenance efforts. At some857

regions of Earth it is simply not possible to establish a dense station network, even more in858

planetary seismology. Here, recording the entire wavefield in six components can be highly859

beneficial, not only for source inversion.860

Finally, I want to comment on the question whether ADR and direct measurements of861

rotation are redundant. No, they are not. ADR is valid only in a specific, rather long-862

period range of frequencies, depending on the spatial extent of the receiver array used to863

calculate them. In contrast, direct measurements cover a very broad range of frequencies,864

meanwhile even with portable devices. Also, ADR is a spatial averaged measure and it is not865

entirely clear if it contains the same physical information than a direct point measurement,866

for example local side effects are averaged out during the calculation. Due to the same reason867

ADR measurements can not be used for tilt corrections.868

5 Outlook869

The findings from the currently few studies are very promising concerning the improved reli-870

ability of the resulting moment tensor from inverting rotational and translational waveforms871

together. They suggest that some well- and long-known difficulties in regional waveform872

inversion for seismic moment tensors can be tackled quite well with the relatively new meas-873

urement of rotational ground motion. However, some aspects have not yet been investigated.874

The most important aspect is the question whether the results can be replicated from real,875

directly measured data. The study using ADR data is a pointer in this direction. However,876

as already explained ADR data is not entirely comparable with direct measurements. One877

specific aspect of ADR data is their spatial averaging over the array area. Thus, they average878

out local side effects. In contrast, meanwhile we know that rotational ground motion are879

much more sensitive to small-scale structural heterogeneities in the vicinity of the receiver.880

While we often can ignore or compensate local side effects when analysing translational881

ground motion, we probably need to correct rotational ground motion for these effects before882

we can analyse them. The introduction of the strain-rotation coupling vector J is a good883

approach to do so. However, it was not applied yet on real data as preparation for further884

studies such as waveform inversion for moment tensors.885

Another aspect of ADR data is their reliable range of frequencies, depending on the spatial886

extend of the translational receiver array used to calculate them (see Sec. 2.2.2). Real arrays,887

i. e. particularly designed for array processing purposes, usually have quite small inter-888

receiver distances of a few kilometres, resulting in relatively high reliable frequency ranges,889
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roughly higher than 0.005 Hz. These frequencies are still quite small for regional waveform890

inversion. Using ’normal’ receiver networks to calculate ADR the network extend quickly891

becomes large and the resulting reliable frequencies very small. This is in contradiction892

to the frequencies usually used in regional waveform inversion for moment tensors (f ≤893

0.01 Hz). Nevertheless, it is not investigated yet whether both types of measurement could894

complement each other in waveform inversion for moment tensors. If done with proper care895

for the limitations of the method, ADR data might be a useful addendum to the waveform896

inversion for moment tensors.897

Most of the findings summarised in this article are from studies based on synthetic data.898

They are lacking real world complexities in many ways, mainly due to missing correlated noise899

(see Secs. 3.3 and 3.6). Therefore, the most important next step in investigating the benefits900

of rotational ground motion for waveform inversion for moment tensors is the validation from901

real, direct measurements. Effects of uncertainties in structural model, local side effects and902

strain rotation coupling, uncertainties in epicenter versus hypocenter location, measurement903

errors, and used frequency range can be investigated thoroughly only on real data.904

In addition, the studies so far investigated the benefits of rotational ground motion either in a905

setting with an entire network of 6C receivers or a sparse network of only two or three 6C re-906

ceivers. Not answered yet is the question how much benefit it will bring to expand an existing907

network of translational receivers with only one or two rotational receivers. This question is908

interesting not only for the regional but also for the local distance range. Given the promising909

findings so far, it might be possible to circumvent limitations due to relations between fre-910

quency, structure, and magnitude (see Sec. 3.3) and expand the waveform inversion to much911

lower magnitude thresholds. Such expanded catalogues of earthquake mechanisms broadens912

the underlying data base for subsequent seismotectonic studies enormously. Particularly in913

regions with low seismicity rate, where the number of medium to large sized earthquakes914

over time is low, this is a possibility to gain further insights into tectonic processes.915

Further investigation is also needed on the topic of moment tensor decomposition, especially916

on the reliable determination of the difficult to obtain ISO part. Thus, we can learn more917

about the physical processes within the source beyond the pure tectonic shear rupture; that is918

in volcanic areas and areas with swarm activity as well as induced source processes connected919

to geothermal facilities, mining activities, and oil/gas production. Increasing the reliability920

of the decomposition by incorporating rotational ground motion contributes strongly to921

distinguishing between tectonic, explosive and induced sources and analysing them.922

In Sec. 2.1.1 I show that the equation for the general elastodynamic source (Eq. 1) is923

simplified when external forces such as gravitation are neglected. That is net forces and924

torques are vanishing and thus the moment tensor becomes symmetric. Several authors925

showed that these are overly restrictive assumptions and real sources indeed include net926
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forces and torque components. Abreu et al. (2018) have developed a framework for a more927

realistic, asymmetric moment tensor using micropolar theory. It allows an independent928

rotation within the source (spin) which is different form the continuum, rigid body rotation.929

The theory enables to better account for deformation by including material rotations during930

the rupture and thus better constrains physical processes within the source. The theory still931

needs to be validated against real measurements.932
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